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but he determined to do this job, and he needs to learn that the Lord's will for

him is this job. I knew a man who was the finest man I have-eva ever known

that the scholarly study of the Word of God was what was needed. It is needed.

It is greatly needed, but he did not have the quality to do it effectively. 74

He made great sacrifice... He went over to Germany, th- where he studied six

years and got a Ph. D. and then he came to the British museum and asked for a

position there, and they said that since there is only one applicant for this particular

posithn, they would not fill it just now. The reason was that he did not have

the quality for this particular position needed. I know of another man who

feels that we H need great teachers, and he spent great many years of study
a a teacher

and went to Holland and got a Ph. D. degree, but he failed fi three differ7(ent

G44s4an schools, and new-be-4s-ett--- he is an earnest, consecrated Christian,

but does not have the particular ability that is needed for teaching. I know

of others who are wonderful/44(/ Bible teachers, I know of others who have
the

been Just4everse, who- I know of some people who are wonderful Bible teachers,

but they do not think anything matters put ... evangelism.. They are determined

to do evangelism and they are no good at it. Different people have different

qualities, but some people have several qualities. But the most important thing

is to know which is ... which are important and w4e1-e-not- we cannot necessarily

tell. The thing is to know ... God knows what the qualities are. He knows

that you go on in this direction and it does not matter if you are going up to Philadelphia,

you may go by any one of quite different routes... God knows What the corners

are. He knows that you go on this direction and ... and it does mt matter which

you take4 On the other hand you may start out in the direction that will take
an

you tqtentirely different part of the country. God knows whether ;you are going

through one oft the several different routes that converge, &t- or whether you

are oing in one that diverges and goes off to the direction that is contrary' to

His will. Sometimes, we get so excited to try to decide what kind of work they should dc

do, trying to decidd where they should work////That they miss the primary thing

which is how ... where the Lord wants them to work. There I think that one thing
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